Communications @BlackBearIT

Call anywhere from 1p per minute!

Save costs

Business Continuity

Using our Unified Communication systems call
anywhere in the world and only pay local
charges. Your call is routed using your internet
connection and then breaks out closer to the
area your calling minimising call charges. With
crystal qualities even have phones in remote
locations and switch your own calls for remote
workers. All you pay is your charges no line
rental and at cheaper rates than BT you will start
saving money as soon as the system is installed.
Communication no longer has to be an expense
and with modern day high speed internet via
existing phone lines and HSDPA/4G more is
possible than ever before.

Although we all hope it will never happen to us
how would you continue to operate should a
disaster happen in your workplace. We can
swing the calls instantly, divert calls internally
within your business easily and efficiently even
bring the entire phone system up on a HSDPA
connection if you lose your internet
connection! All systems can be configured to
failover to use 3G so you wouldn’t miss a beat.

Secure voicemail and call recording
Record calls to protect yourself and have your
voicemail recorded and emailed to you. Never
miss a call again and pull detailed call records
including missed/dropped calls. With Cisco
handsets configure multiple call routes and
directories. Limit calls and block incoming and
outgoing specific numbers. All phones can be
powered over the network connection saving
costly wiring.
Whether it’s one or fifty handsets scale the
solution to your needs.

Fully managed
We can fully manage the system remotely
should you wish and provision handsets
rapidly. Automate out of hours, bank holiday
routing and interactive voice menus easily.
The phone system will also manage your
internet connection and ensure that you get
the most from your connection shaping the
traffic to ensure you always have enough
bandwidth to operate effectively.
Our solution is very cost effective priced at
only a fraction you would expect from other
systems such as Aastra and Mitel.
Save money without losing features or
reliability.

Benefits at a glance
Scalable: Add up to 50 extensions easily without needing to upgrade your PBX
Resilient: Supports 3G/HSDPA backup automatically
Affordable: Only pay for what you need and scale as required
Cost saving: Only pay local charges for calls whether it be down the street or China
Multiuse: Manages your internet connection as a router and even a wireless router.
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Unified Communications

Call anywhere in the world for a local rate and call any other SIP user completely free using your internet
connection. By using Draytek and Cisco technology, you are not bound to one location any more. With this full
featured system add a mobile phone as an extension easily and make calls to and from your office for free.

